
1400 FPS

2x the range

1200 FPS900 FPS

GAS PISTON

GAS 
PISTON

SPRING

Performance :  
More than just a piston 
Over a million dollars, thousands  
of man hours and years of research 
went into creating a completely  
new system: Nitro Piston 2.

More speed, more power, and more 
range wrapped in a package that 
shoots smoother, is quieter than  

ever, and requires less effort to cock— 
up to a 10 pound reduction in  

cocking force.  

All topped off with an upgraded precision 
trigger that breaks crisp and clean.

Only Crosman could build it and we’re  
doing it right here in America.

A New Era in American Air Power
MORE 
SPEED
Nitro Piston 2 is 55% faster  
than coiled spring-powered  
airguns and 15% faster than  
simple gas pistons.*

* .177 caliber

MORE 
POWER 
Nitro Piston 2 has the punch  
for bigger game at twice the  
range of simple gas pistons.

SMOOTHER
SHOOTING
Friction and vibration are vastly 
reduced with new patent pending 
technologies. 

Recoil Arrest 
virtually eliminates 
secondary recoil

Precision-Machined Piston  
for smooth cocking and firing

All new enhanced  
2-stage trigger

Tail Guides  
reduce internal 
vibration

YARDS 20 30 40 60
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 Benjamin Trail NP2™
BTN217SX (Synthetic) .177 cal., 1400 fps, 21.0 fpe
BTN292SX (Synthetic) .22 cal., 1200 fps, 26.0 fpe
BTN292WX (Wood) .22 cal., 1200 fps, 26.0 fpe
BTN292CX (Camo) .22 cal., 1200 fps, 26.0 fpe

  

Benjamin® Trail Nitro Piston 2 Air Rifles
The top-selling Benjamin Trail break barrel  
air rifles are the first in line to be recreated with 
the new Nitro Piston 2 system featuring an 
upgraded powerplant and all-new, enhanced 
two-stage trigger.
The new Trail guns shoot 15% faster and 
deliver more energy with double the effective 
shooting range of the original Trail series. All in 
a smoother-shooting gun with less vibration, 
less recoil, and up to a 10-pound reduction in 
cocking force.
The Benjamin Trail rifles also include an 
integrated sound suppression system that  
makes the gun quieter than ever.
And every gun is put together by American 
workers in our manufacturing headquarters  
in Bloomfield, New York.
•   Nitro Piston 2 
•   All-new, enhanced two-stage trigger
•   Precision rifled steel barrel
•   Integrated sound suppression system
•   Picatinny mounting rail
•   CenterPoint 3–9x32 mm scope
•  Assembled in America

 BREAK BARRELS

  BTN217SX/ 
BTN292SX

 BTN292WX

 BTN292CX

MORE

2014
Nitro Piston 2

Look for

guns throughout

benjaminairguns.com
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 Benjamin Varmint Power Pack
The Benjamin Varmint Power Pack has everything you 
need to ruthlessly eliminate squirrels, raccoons, and 
other nuisance animals. This .22 caliber break barrel 
is powered by Nitro Piston technology and features a 
scope, laser and flashlight combo that lets you hunt 
anytime, anywhere—from day to night.  

•  Nitro Piston powered, single-shot

•  Precision, rifled steel barrel 

•  Ambidextrous synthetic stock has a raised cheek piece 

•  Includes optics for hunting day or night 

•  Two-stage, adjustable trigger

•  Picatinny mounting rail

•  Rubber recoil pad

Laser and Flashlight Kit Features

•  Recoil-proof 90-lumen LED flashlight and red,  
Class IIIa fast acquisition laser

•  User configurable with push on/off or remote  
tape switches

•  Improved night vision with red, flip-up filter

• Great MSR accessory with Picatinny mount

BVNK92SX .22 cal., 950 fps, 21.0 fpe

 

Create new memories with a Benjamin  
Jim Shockey Signature Series air rifle— 
an effective choice for small game hunting, 
target shooting, or simply rekindling the 
adventures of your youth.

•  Features patented Nitro Piston power plant

•  Synthetic, ambidextrous stock with 
over molded inserts for firm control and 
adjustable height comb

•  Barrel-integrated sound  
suppression system

•  CenterPoint® 3–9x32 mm scope  
with adjustable objective and range-
estimating reticle

•  Adjustable, two-stage trigger

•  Rifled steel barrel

•  Picatinny mounting rail

•  Sling mounts

32003 .22 cal., 950 fps, 21.0 fpe
32001 .177 cal., 1200 fps, 18.0 fpe

   

JIM SHOCKEY 
WORLD-FAMOUS HUNTING OUTFITTER

benjaminairguns.com
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Benjamin Trail NP Pistol
•  Rifled steel barrel

•  Tactical, synthetic frame

•  Fiber optic front sight

•  Adjustable rear sight

•  Includes removable cocking aid 

BBP77 .177 cal., 625 fps

 

Benjamin Titan™ NP
•  Ambidextrous hardwood stock with 

comfortable thumbhole

•  Two-stage, adjustable trigger

•  Ventilated, rubber recoil pad  

•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm scope

 BW8M22NP .22 cal., 950 fps, 21.0 fpe
 BW1K77NP .177 cal., 1200 fps, 18.0 fpe

 

 Benjamin Titan XS NP
•  Ambidextrous, all-weather synthetic stock 

with comfortable thumbhole

•  Two-stage, adjustable trigger

•  Rifled barrel

•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm scope 

•  Picatinny mounting rail 

•  Integrated sling mounts

32091 .177 cal., 1200 fps, 18.0 fpe

 

Benjamin Trail NP®  
XL Magnum
•  Rifled steel barrel

•  Two-stage, adjustable trigger

•  CenterPoint 3–9x32 mm scope

BT725WNP .25 cal., 900 fps, 32.0 fpe
BT1122WNP .22 cal., 1100 fps, 28.0 fpe
BT1500WNP .177 cal., 1500 fps, 25.0 fpe

 

Nitro Piston Technology 
The original Nitro Piston provides quiet power for all of your small game hunting needs. 
Benjamin Nitro Piston powered break barrels produce 70% less noise than spring 
powered airguns with smooth cocking effort, less recoil and less noise.

 Benjamin Prowler™
•  Rifled steel barrel

•  Two-stage, adjustable trigger

•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm scope

BPNP17X 177 cal., 1200 fps, 18.0 fpe
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Benjamin Marauder Airguns have 
become the go-to guns for predator 
and small game hunters. Game 
as large as turkeys, fox, feral hogs, 
and coyotes are no match for the 
Marauder’s relentless accuracy and 
quiet power.
Now, the all-new Marauder air rifles 
have been redesigned to take PCP 
performance to the next level.
The Marauder is available in all-
weather synthetic and classic wood 
stock versions.

The all-new Benjamin  
Marauders feature:
•   Rifled barrel for pinpoint accuracy
•   Up to 30 effective shots per fill— 

a 20% increase in shot count
•   Shrouded barrel with integrated  

resonance dampener
•   Adjustable, raised comb  

cheek piece
•   Ambidextrous bolt handle
•   Re-balanced stock
•   Optimized trigger positioning

A.  Benjamin Marauder
BP2564S .25 cal., 900 fps, 50.0 fpe (Synthetic)
BP2264S .22 cal., 1000 fps, 31.7 fpe (Synthetic)
BP1764S .177 cal., 1100 fps, 21.0 fpe (Synthetic)

  
B.  Benjamin Marauder 
BP2564W .25 cal., 900 fps, 50.0 fpe (Wood)
BP2264W .22 cal., 1000 fps, 31.7 fpe (Wood)
BP1764W .177 cal., 1100 fps, 21.0 fpe (Wood)

  

Benjamin Marauder Pistol 
An excellent choice for hunting, this PCP powered, multi-shot, bolt action, pistol is  
ultra-quiet. It comes with an interchangeable shoulder stock. It features an adjustable,  
2-stage trigger, and a self-indexing 8-shot rotary magazine.  

BP2220 .22 cal., 700 fps, 15.5 fpe

  

Benjamin Marauder Woods Walker™ Pistol
The Woods Walker pistol unleashes magnum power in a package small enough to fit in your 
pack. It has the authority to take small game and varmints, and if you need it, this repeater is 
ready for a precise follow-up shot.

•  PCP multi-shot, bolt action pistol in 
RealTree® AP camo 

•  8-shot rotary magazine

•  Two-stage adjustable trigger

•  Shoulder stock included

•  CenterPoint Multi-Tac Quick Aim Sight 
allows for fast target acquisition using the 
standard pistol grips or the shoulder stock

BP2220-AP .22 cal., 700 fps, 15.5 fpe

  

High Pressure Hand Pump
Included with Discovery models BP1K77GP 
and BP9M22GP.

•  Multi-stage for easy pumping

•  Portable for charging up to 3000 PSI

Benjamin Discovery®
The Benjamin Discovery set the standard for 
affordable PCP guns. This 2000 psi single-
shot, bolt action Dual Fuel® hunting air rifle 
features a rifled barrel, hardwood stock with 
long steel breech, built-in pressure gauge 
and fiber optic sights.

BP9M22GSL .22 cal., 900 fps, 25.7 fpe
BP1K77GSL .177 cal., 1000 fps, 17.5 fpe

  

Benjamin Discovery with Pump
BP9M22GP .22 cal., 900 fps, 25.7 fpe
BP1K77GP .177 cal., 1000 fps, 17.5 fpe

  

Benjamin Marauder  
Spare Magazine
RC7710 10 Rounds, fits BP1763, 
BP1764S and BP1764 Rifles
RC2210 10 Rounds, fits BP2263, 
BP2264S and BP2264 Rifles
RC2508 8 Rounds, fits BP2563,  
BP2564s and BP2564 Rifles

Benjamin Marauder 
Woods Walker Pistol 
Spare Magazine
RC2208 8 Rounds, fits BP2220-AP  
and BP2220 Pistols

Benjamin Marauder  
Single-Shot Tray
SST77 Fits BP1763, BP1764S  
and BP1764 Rifles

A.

B.

 PCP
benjaminairguns.com
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Dual Fuel® Fill Adapter
Works with high pressure air bottle  
as well as CO2 tanks.

FAH002

Scuba Yoke Adapter
Features a quick connect fitting for  
filling your PCP gun from a scuba tank  
with K-style valve.

FAH003

Scuba DIN Adapter
Features a quick connect fitting for  
filling your PCP gun from a scuba tank  
with DIN-style valve.

FAH004

ASA Adapter
Connects bulk CO2 cylinders to Benjamin 
and Crosman PCP airguns. Screws into 
the CO2 fill station or CO2 lever fill station. 
Features a 1/8 inch threaded connection 
for attaching the quick-disconnect/foster 
fitting. Included are the tank o-ring and 
quick-disconnect fitting.

FAH005

Adapter for Benjamin PCP  
Charge System
Adapter for filling Benjamin PCP Charging 
System models 81001 and 81002. Intended 
for all tanks having a 300-DIN female fitting. 
The adapter has a (male) Foster fitting 
nipple for connecting to the fill station and 
a 300-DIN (male) adapter that connects to 
the model 81001 and 81002 Benjamin PCP 
Charging System.

FAH007

CO2 Fill Adapter
Attaches gun to CO2 tank.

FAH001

GUN
BULK CO2 
LARGE TANKS

DIN 
SCUBA TANK

K-STYLE 
SCUBA TANK

BENJAMIN  
HIGH PRESSURE PUMPS

20 OR 12 OZ CO2 
PAINTBALL TANK

BENJAMIN  
PCP CHARGING SYSTEM

CROSMAN SILHOUETTE PCP PISTOL Not recommended Scuba DIN Adapter  
Model FAH004

Scuba Yoke  
Model FAH003

PCP Pump 
Model HPP2KU &  
Model HPP3KU

Not recommended 81001

CROSMAN CHALLENGER PCP RIFLE PB tank and FAH001 
or FAH002*

Scuba DIN Adapter  
Model FAH004

Scuba Yoke  
Model FAH003

PCP Pump 
Model HPP2KU &  
Model HPP3KU

Model FAH001  
or Model FAH002 
Adapters*

81001

BENJAMIN DISCOVERY PCP RIFLE PB tank and FAH001 
or FAH002*

Scuba DIN Adapter  
Model FAH004

Scuba Yoke  
Model FAH003

PCP Pump 
Model HPP2KU &  
Model HPP3KU

Model FAH001  
or Model FAH002 
Adapters*

81001

BENJAMIN MARAUDER PCP RIFLE Not recommended Scuba DIN Adapter  
Model FAH004

Scuba Yoke  
Model FAH003

PCP Pump 
Model HPP2KU &  
Model HPP3KU

Not recommended 81001

BENJAMIN MARAUDER PCP PISTOL Not recommended Scuba DIN Adapter  
Model FAH004

Scuba Yoke  
Model FAH003

PCP Pump 
Model HPP2KU &  
Model HPP3KU

Not recommended 81001

* Note—Airgun must be adjusted to effectively work with the low pressure of CO2

Benjamin 392 & Benjamin 397
•  Variable-pump air rifle

•  Handcrafted American hardwood stock 
and forearm

•  Monte Carlo style

•  Rifled barrel

•  Fully-adjustable rear sight

392 .22 cal., 800 fps,* 14.9 fpe
397 .177 cal., 1100 fps,* 11.2 fpe

  
*  392/397 velocity tested with lead pellets

Benjamin Discovery 
Ultimate Hunting  
Pellet Assortment
•  .22 caliber, premier quality  

and accuracy

•  100 each of the highest  
quality pellets:  
• Domed Magnum 14.3 grain 
• Hollow Point 14.3 grain 
• Super Point 14.3 grain 
• Pointed Expanding 14.3 grain

22BHPA

Hunting Pellets
High quality, precision pellets designed to enhance the power 
and accuracy of Benjamin PCP and break barrel airguns.

 Benjamin  
Hollow Point
Perfect for small game hunting. 
Enjoy greater impact with these 
expanding pellets.

14020 .177 cal., 7.9 gr., 750 ct.

Benjamin Cylindrical
Hunting and plinking pellet

P50 .20 cal., 14.3 gr., 500 ct.

Benjamin Discovery  
Hollow Point
Hunting, target and plinking pellet

BHP22 .22 cal., 14.3 gr., 500 ct.

Benjamin Discovery 
Destroyer
Hunting and plinking pellet

BDES225 .25 cal., 27.8 gr., 200 ct.

Benjamin Discovery 
Domed
Hunting and target pellet with the 
most down range energy.

BD225 .25 cal., 27.8 gr., 200 ct.

WARNING LEAD PELLETS: CONTAINS A CHEMICAL KNOWN TO THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA TO CAUSE CANCER AND BIRTH DEFECTS (OR OTHER REPRODUCTIVE HARM). DO NOT INHALE DUST OR PUT PELLETS IN MOUTH. WASH HANDS AFTER HANDLING.

90 Cubic Inch Charging 
System Cylinder
•  Portable 15” size

•  Provides from 7–25 fills  

•  Weighs less than 5 lbs.

•  DOT certified 

81001

CO2 Fill Station
The fill station attaches to a common bulk 
CO2 tank with CGA 320 valve and allows 
for the filling of the smaller CO2 cylinders 
commonly used for airguns and paintball 
guns. Easy to use, with pin valve depressor, 
fill control and vent knob. 

FAH006
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USMC Military Occupational  
Specialty (MOS) Airguns
U.S. Marines characterize honor, courage and commitment.  
Each recruit undergoes rigorous training in order to develop expertise  
in a particular Military Occupational Specialty.

The Marines Airgun series was created to spotlight and pay tribute  
to the achievements of our brothers and sisters in uniform.

Proceeds help support Marines Morale, Welfare, and Recreational activities.

 USMC MOS 0311 Rifleman
•  Variable-pump rifle

•  Includes a 5-shot Firepow’r® pellet clip or 
choose the internal 300+ BB magazine         

•  Adjustable stock to fit every shooter

•  Picatinny accessory rails        

•  Removable magazine stores pellet clip  
and sight adjustment tool        

•  Elevation adjustable front sight          

•  Windage adjustable, dual aperture  
flip rear sight      

•  Rifled steel barrel   

•  Loop slots for adding a sling

MCM4177G
[BB—660 fps]  
[Pellet—.177 cal., 625 fps]

   

 USMC MOS 5811 Military Police
•  CO2-powered, semi-auto pistol

•  Polymer frame with checkered grips        

•  Precision steel barrel       

•  Convenient drop out magazine for  
fast reloading holds 20 BBs     

•  Removable grip panel for easy  
replacement of CO2        

•  Picatinny accessory rail        

•  Fixed-blade front and fixed-notch  
rear sights

•  140 shots per fill

MCMP1911 BB cal., 480 fps
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AN AMERICAN 
ICON IS REBORN

Since it’s launch in 1966, the  
760 Pumpmaster has been the 
choice of beginning shooters.  
Today, it gets a state-of-the-art 
makeover while staying true to its 
heritage. It shoots faster than ever 

and the sleek new integrated stock 
design features a repositioned, 
gravity-fed BB port for easier 
loading as well as an elongated 
forearm that reduces pumping 
force by up to 30%.  

More than ever, the new and 
improved 760 Pumpmaster is  
the classic choice for shooters  
of all sizes and abilities.

 760B

 760P

 760X (Scope included)

 760SB (Silver Barrel with Scope)

NEW GRANITE PINK PATTERN

•  Uniform, easy pumping force

•  Includes a 5-shot Firepow'r pellet clip

•  18 shot BB magazine with  
200 shot reservoir

•  Elevation-adjustable rear sight

Specs [BB—645 fps] [Pellet—.177 cal., 700 fps]

    

Kit Includes: Premium Copperhead® BBs, 
Crosman pellets, shooting glasses,  
4x scope and five paper targets.

 760BKT (Black Kit)

 760PKT (Pink Kit)
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 Crosman Comrade™ AK
•  Fire 22 BBs as fast as you can pull  

the trigger 

•  150 shots per CO2 cartridge

•  Elevation- and windage-adjustable  
rear sight

•  Picatinny mounting rail and  
removable stock

•  Capacity +150 in reservoir and  
+22 in visual magazine

•  Storage magazine holds BBs and extra  
CO2 cartridge

CCA4B1 600 fps

  

Crosman RepeatAir® 1077
•  12 shots as fast as you can pull the trigger

•  CO2 powered

• Rifled-steel barrel

•  12-shot rotary clip

•  All-weather synthetic stock

•  Fully-adjustable rear sight and fiber optic 
front sight

1077 .177 cal., 780 fps

  

 CO2 Rifles

Kit Includes: Premium Copperhead BBs, 
Crosman pellets, shooting glasses,  
five paper targets and a dual-aperture 
windage and elevation adjustable  
carry handle.

Crosman CO2 guns are fast, accurate, and fun to shoot. They have greater 
power than air pistols and can offer semi-automatic shot capacity that other 
air rifles can’t deliver, making them a great choice for recreational shooters 
of all ages. Available in traditional and tactical styling.

Crosman M4-177 Pneumatic Rifle
•  Shoots both pellets and BBs

•  Variable pump action

•  Rifled-steel barrel

•  Mount your favorite accessories on the  
Picatinny rails

•  Fully-adjustable sights

M4-177 (Black)
M4-177KT (Black Kit)
[BB—660 fps]  
[Pellet—.177 cal., 625 fps]
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Crosman TR77NPS  
with 4x32 Scope
•  All-weather tactical  

synthetic stock

•  Overmolded rifled steel  
barrel shortened for  
tactical authenticity

•  Two-stage, adjustable trigger 

•  Convenient storage behind recoil pad

•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm rifle scope

30131 .177 cal., 1200 fps, 25.0 fpe

 

Crosman TR77 with 4x32 Scope
•  Tactical break barrel air rifle with  

all-weather, synthetic stock.

•  Two-stage, adjustable trigger 

•  Pistol grip and forearm are designed to 
provide comfort and stability  

•  Muzzle brake

•  Convenient storage behind recoil pad

•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm rifle scope

30001 .177 cal., 1200 fps, 25.0 fpe

 

Crosman MTR77 NP Tactical  
Air Rifle
•  Modern sporting rifle, with all-weather 

tactical synthetic stock

•  Storage in false magazine

•  Sling mounts

•  Rifled, steel barrel

•  Two-stage, adjustable trigger 

•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm rifle scope

30060 .177 cal., 1200 fps, 25.0 fpe

 

 Break Barrel Rifles Crosman Fury™ NP
•  Nitro Piston powered air rifle with  

all-weather stock

•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm scope

•  Rifled steel barrel

•  Two-stage, adjustable trigger 

30051 .177 cal., 1200 fps, 25.0 fpe

 
Crosman Fury
•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm Scope Included

CF1K77X .177 cal., 1200 fps, 25.0 fpe

  

Crosman Vantage® NP
•  Featuring Nitro Piston Technology

•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm scope

•  Fiber optic front sight

•  Adjustable rear sight

30021 .177 cal., 1200 fps, 25.0 fpe

 
Crosman Vantage
•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm scope

•  Fiber optic front sight

•  Adjustable rear sight

30030 .177 cal., 1200 fps, 25.0 fpe

  

Crosman Phantom®
•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm scope

•  Fiber optic front sight

•  Adjustable rear sight

CS1K77X .177 cal., 1200 fps, 25.0 fpe
CS1K77 .177 cal., 1200 fps, 25.0 fpe (No Scope)
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Crosman Nitro Venom Dusk  
All Weather
•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm scope

•  Picatinny rail

CD8M22NP .22 cal., 950 fps, 21.0 fpe
CD1K77NP .177 cal., 1200 fps, 18.0 fpe

  

Crosman Optimus™
•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm scope

•  Fiber optic front sight

•  Adjustable rear sight

CO8M22X .22 cal., 950 fps, 21.0 fpe
CO1K77X .177 cal., 1200 fps, 18.0 fpe
CO1K77 .177 cal., 1200 fps, 18.0 fpe (No Scope)

  

Crosman Nitro Venom™ Hardwood
•  CenterPoint 4x32 mm scope

•  Picatinny rail

CVW8M22NP .22 cal., 950 fps, 21.0 fpe
CVW1K77NP .177 cal., 1200 fps, 18.0 fpe

 

Crosman Raven®
•  Sized for the smaller shooter

•  Minimal, one-pump cocking force

•  Ambidextrous, all-weather stock

•  Corrosion-resistant, overmolded rifled  
steel barrel

•  Fully-adjustable rear sight

•  Dovetail mounting rail

CY6M77 .177 cal., 600 fps

  

Kit Includes: Premium Copperhead 
BBs, Crosman pellets, shooting 
glasses, 4x scope and  
five paper targets.

2100 Classic
•  Metal die cast receiver

•  Rifled steel barrel

•  All-weather synthetic stock with  
checkered grip and forearm

•  Fiber optic front sight

2100B [BB—755 fps]  [Pellet—.177 cal., 725 fps]

   

Recruit®
•  Stock adjusts for length of pull distances  

from 12 ¼–14”

•  Includes a five-shot Firepow’r® pellet clip

•  18-shot internal BB magazine with  
200 shot reservoir

•  Elevation- and windage-adjustable  
rear sight

RCT525X 
RCTYTHKT (Kit)
[BB—680 fps]  [Pellet—.177 cal., 640 fps]

   

Pneumatic Pellet Pistols
•  Single-shot bolt action

•  Control your velocity with 
the easy-pump forearm

•  Adjustable rear sight  
(peep or open)

A. Pumpmaster Classic
PC77B (Black) .177 cal., 600 fps
1322C (Black) .22 cal., 460 fps

   

B. American Classic
1377C (Brown) .177 cal., 600 fps

   

A. 

B. 
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SEMI-AUTO CO2 REVOLVER

A modern take on the 
classic .357 style

 Crosman Vigilante™
The Crosman Vigilante has been specially designed for 
action shooting.

It features a 6-inch rifled steel barrel with ruthless accuracy, 
and the dual ammunition system lets you shoot BBs and 
pellets with a fast change of the clip. 

Top and bottom tactical rails accommodate scopes, sights, 
lasers, and flashlights that take the Vigilante wherever it 
needs to go.

•  10-shot pellet clip/6-shot BB clip

•  6" rifled steel barrel

•  Tactical rail system

•  Adjustable rear sight

•  Assembled in America

CCP8B2  [BB—465 fps]   
[Pellet—.177 cal., 435 fps]

  

Spare Clips
Three 10-shot pellet 
clips for the 3576W.

407T

Spare Clips
Three 6-shot BB 
clips for the 3576W.

408T

1911BB
Semi-Auto BB Pistol 

•  Polymer frame with precision steel barrel       

•  Magazine holds 20 BBs        

•  Picatinny accessory rail        

40001 480 fps

  

TAC1911BB
Tactical Semi-Auto BB Pistol

•  Tactical polymer frame with mock compensator  
and precision steel barrel       

•  Picatinny accessory rail        

•  Class 2 Laser for fast target acquisition      

•  Magazine holds 20 BBs     

40005 550 fps

  

GI Model 1911BBb      
Semi-Auto Blowback BB Pistol        

•  Full-metal construction                

•  Full-metal magazine holds 20 BBs         

40021 450 fps

 

C11
Compact, Semi-Auto BB Pistol

•  Accessory rail under the barrel

•  Fixed blade and notch sighting system 

•  20-shot quick-release magazine

•  Grip slides off for easy replacement of CO2

C11 480 fps

   

C11 Tactical
Tactical Semi-Auto BB Pistol

•  Four-sided accessory rail

•  Laser

•  Mock compensator

•  20-shot quick-release magazine

TACC11 550 fps

   

 C11 Survivalist™
CO2-Powered Semi-Auto BB Pistol

•  Precision steel barrel

•  140 shots per CO2 cartridge

•  20-shot quick-release magazine

•  Removable grip panel for easy replacement of CO2

•  Accessory Rail

40121 480 fps
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Premier™ Pellets
Premier pellets are made using the highest grade 
precision tooling to ensure each pellet is nearly 
indistinguishable from the next.

Crosman Pellets
Crosman pellets are accurate, consistent in weight, and 
available in a variety of shapes, calibers and packaging. 
Harder than other pellets, they deliver superior penetration.

Crosman PowerShot™
Ultra high velocity, environmentally-friendly,  
lead-free pellets.

Copperhead Copper-Coated BBs
The market’s only copper-coated steel BBs. Sold in  
a resealable plastic bottle with an easy-pour spout.

0737 5.3 gr., 1500 ct.
0747 5.3 gr., 2500 ct.
0767 5.3 gr., 6000 ct.

Domed
Hunting and target pellet with the  
most down-range energy

LUM77 .177 cal., 10.5 gr., 500 ct.
LDP22 .22 cal., 14.3 gr., 500 ct.
177HB .177 cal., 10.5 gr., 1250 ct.
177DB .177 cal., 7.9 gr., 1250 ct.

Match
Competition, target and plinking pellet

LM77 .177 cal., 7.9 gr., 500 ct.

Hollow Point
Hunting, target and plinking pellet

LHP77 .177 cal., 7.9 gr., 500 ct.
LHP22 .22 cal., 14.3 gr., 500 ct.

Super Point
Hunting and plinking pellet

LSP77 .177 cal., 7.9 gr., 500 ct.

Wadcutter
Competition, target and plinking pellet

6177 .177 cal., 7.4 gr., 250 ct.
71250 .177 cal., 7.4 gr., 1250 ct.

Pointed
Hunting and plinking pellet

P177 .177 cal., 7.4 gr., 250 ct.
P1250 .177 cal., 7.4 gr., 1250 ct.
P022 .22 cal., 14.3 gr., 175 ct.
7-P577 .177 cal., 7.4 gr., 500 ct.

Destroyer
Pointed expanding hunting pellet

DS177 .177 cal., 7.9 gr., 250 ct.
DES22 .22 cal., 14.3 gr., 175 ct.

A. Fast Flight Penetrators
LF1754 .177 cal., 5.4 gr., 150 ct.

B. Gold Flight Penetrators
LF1785 .177 cal., 8.5 gr., 125 ct.

C. Red flight Penetrators
LF22167 .22 cal., 16.7 gr., 100 ct.

Powerlet® 12 g CO2 Cartridges
How fast can you shoot? CO2 power allows you to shoot in rapid succession without the need to manually pump between 
shots. Pioneered by Crosman in the 1930s, the Powerlet CO2 cartridge opened up a world of fun.

231B 5 ct.
C2315 15 ct.
2311 25 ct.
23140 40 ct.
2318 500 ct. 

C. A. B. 

2240
CO2-Powered Pellet Pistol

• Single shot bolt action design

• Ambidextrous grip

• Rear sight is open or peep

•  Rifled-steel barrel

2240 .22 cal., 460 fps

   

C41
Medium-Sized, Semi-Auto, German-Style Pistol 

•  Metal frame with synthetic, ambidextrous textured grip

•  Rear notch and front blade sights 

•  Grip slides back for easy CO2 replacement

C41 495 fps

  

PRO77 Kit
Semi-Auto Blowback BB Pistol

•  Gas blowback with genuine recoil action

•  Compact, semi-auto BB pistol

• Accessory rail

PRO77KT 325 fps

   
Includes Premium Copperhead BBs, 
shooting glasses and two Powerlet® 
12 g CO2 cartridges.

All-Time Winner
Awarded Readers’ Choice Gold Seal for “preferred hunting 
pellet” by readers of Predator Xtreme magazine every year 
since the award’s inception.

 P10 Wildcat
•  Precision steel barrel

•  20-shot quick-release magazine

•  Removable grip panel for easy 
replacement of CO2

•  Under barrel Picatinny accessory rail 

•  Front sight indicator

P10PNK 480 fps

   

Eva Shockey 
Professional Hunter
Daughter and hunting partner of legendary hunter, Jim Shockey, 
Eva combines toughness and drive with her own feminine style.  
Her passion for conservation, adventure and genuine love of the 
outdoor lifestyle inspire folks to experience the excitement and fun 
of learning to shoot.  

“Share the fun of shooting with the whole family!”
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1720T Target Pistol
PCP-Powered, Single-Shot, Bolt-Action 
Match-Grade Competition Target Pistol

•  Lothar Walther choked, shrouded barrel

• Two-stage adjustable trigger 

• Dovetail mounting rail

• Reversible bolt

1720T .177 cal., 750 fps

  

1701P Silhouette™
PCP-Powered, Multi-Shot, Bolt-Action  
Match-Grade Target Pistol

•  Lothar Walther precision barrel

• Reversible bolt 

• Two-stage adjustable trigger

• Adjustable front blade sight 

• Dovetail mounting rail  

• Capable of 50 shots per fill

•  Meets IHMSA production class rules

1701P .177 cal., 420 fps

  

2300T 
CO2-Powered, Bolt-Action Target Pistol

• Single-stage adjustable trigger

•  Rifled barrel

• Front blade sight 

•  Windage and elevation-adjustable  
LPA rear sight 

• Dovetail mounting rail

•  40 consistent shots offered per Powerlet

2300T .177 cal., 420 fps

   

2300S
CO2-Powered, Bolt-Action Target Pistol

• Single-stage adjustable trigger 

• Stainless steel bolt

•  Adjustable hammer spring allowing velocity 
to be adjusted

•  10.1," Lothar Walther choked, match barrel 

• Dovetail mounting rail

•  Williams™ notched micrometer adjustable, 
rear sight

•  60 consistent shots offered per Powerlet

•  Meets IHMSA production class rules

2300S .177 cal., 520 fps

  

Crosman Competition-Grade Airguns
Crosman’s high-performance competition airguns have the features that world-class competitive 
shooters need and recreational shooters want. Each Crosman Airgun is designed and built to deliver 
the exceptional accuracy that wins championships.

Challenger® PCP Rifle
Dual Fuel®—Compressed Air/CO2   
Three-Position, Competition Air Rifle 

• Fully adjustable stock

• Two-stage, adjustable, match-grade trigger

• Hooded front aperture sight

• Micro click, adjustable diopter rear sight

• Patented ambidextrous pull bolt

• Floating Lothar Walther™ barrel

•  Meets requirements of National Standard  
three-position air rifle

•  100 consistent shots per fill with 
compressed air

CH2009S .177 cal., 530 fps

  

Front and Rear Sights

The CH2009S comes with match-quality 
front and rear sights. The precision, metal, 
micro click, adjustable diopter sights ensure 
accurate shooting in competition after 
competition.

Jack Stinger (15) shoots on the Junior Shooters  
magazine’s team and with the Meridian Optimist  

Junior Rifle Club in Meridian, Idaho.

“We are 100% pure Crosman Challengers… 
Last year we won three national 

championships with the Challengers…”   
Paul Premlich, Instructor at Saint Thomas Acadamy

“I have used air rifles of various manufacturers 
over the past 25 years. I would rate the 

Crosman Challenger the best of all of the  
sporter class air rifles I have used in my programs.”   

Jim Morgan, Navy JROTC Coach
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.177 Caliber Pellet Loader 
Holds 16 pellets. Quickly and easily  
loads pellet into tight breeches.  
Fits in your pocket. Easy to use.

PL177

Airgun Ammo Pouch
Layered composite materials maintain  
great shape during any field operations.  
Use hook and loop to attach to belt, or the 
pouch stands for easy access to the pellets. 
4x2x1." Holds up to 500 pellets. 

0529

Pellgunoil®
This 1/4 ounce tube of special formulated  
oil is used with pneumatic or CO2  
powered airguns. 

0241

Shooting Glasses
Essential for safety. Form fitting.  
High-impact plastic lens.  
Meets ANSI Z87.1-2003 National  
Safety and CE Standards.

0475C

Silicone Chamber Oil
Specifically created for spring powered, 
Nitro Piston powered, Nitro Piston 2 
powered and precharged pneumatic  
(PCP) airguns.

RMCOIL

Shoulder Stock
Sold separately, designed to fit the  
Marauder pistol, 1377C, 1322C, PC77B,  
2240 and 2300T pistols. 

1399

Spare Clips
Three pack of  
eight-shot clips for  
the 1088 and T4 pistols. 
Holds pellets or BBs.

0488

Spare Magazines
Two pack of spare magazines 
for C11 and P10 air pistols.

0481

Spare Magazines
Two pack of spare magazines 
for C21 and C31 air pistols.

SM2C21

Spare Clips
Three pack of 12 shot clips 
for 1077 air rifle  

0413

FirePow’r Clips
Set of four five-shot pellet clips for 760, 66,  
M4-177, Recruit, Torrent SX and the MK-177  
air rifles. 

0401

Targetfinder Rifle Scope
This 4x scope has turret sight adjustments and precision coated optics.  
It also adjusts for windage and elevation and easily mounts on air rifles with  
3/8" dovetail grooved receivers.  
Not recommended for break barrel rifles.

0410

Red Dot Sight
This red dot sight includes easy-to-use finger 
adjustments and a large lens for increased 
field of vision. Battery included.

0290RD

Scope Mounts
Allows the mounting of 3/8" dovetail rings  
on models 2240, 1377C, 1322 and  
PC77 airguns.

459MTC

Crosman Laser
•  Class II red laser

•  Picatinny mount

0423

Four-Piece Intermount
This intermount readies your Benjamin  
392 or 397 for sighting devices. 

B272

 Laser Sight and  
Flashlight Kit
•  Low profile, pistol-mountable with 

integrated Picatinny mount

•  Fast-aquisition red laser

•  90 lumen LED flashlight

•  Fully adjustable for windage and elevation

•  Attaches quickly and easily with tool-free 
cam lock

71501
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Portable Airgun Range
Crosman® airgun ranges are less hassle and 
more fun. Transport them easily to your next 
fundraiser, fair, picnic or sporting event with 
their collapsible frames, foldable panels and 
easy-carry golf bag-sized case. Safe for use 
both indoors and out.

Each Portable Airgun Range comes 
complete with a primary impact wall, 

frames, range baffles, fabric walls and the 
Speed Shoot Target System. For use with 
.177 caliber airguns with maximum velocity  
of 625 fps. 8x24 ft.

PSR8X24 8 x 24 ft.
For more information or to order, contact a 
Crosman Shooting Services Representative 
today at 1-800-724-7486, ext. 3101.

Zombie Targets
9.75x9" paper targets with five each of four different Zombie designs for a total of 20 targets 
per package. Compatible with the target traps (Models 0852 and 0853) or use alone.

CPVT5

Varmint Target Block
8x8" high density foam block traps pellets and BBs. Each side depicts one of the Crosman 
Varmint Targets. Easy to use with airguns shooting less than 700 fps. 

CAVTB

Visible Impact® 14” Range Target
These polystyrene foam targets are 
designed to create highly-visible holes for 
easy scoring without walking downrange. 
Weather-resistant for year-round use with 
either airguns or firearms. 3-pack.

T14R-P

Varmint Targets
9.75x9" full-color paper targets of a varmint 
with three targets. Compatible with the 
Crosman Target Trap. Five each of four 
designs (20 ct. total).

0496

Zombie Spinning Target
All-metal spinning system features two 
target sizes. Folds up for easy storage  
and portability. Includes an extra set  
of stickers.

CST2

 Collapsible Indoor/Outdoor Target Trap
•  Triple layered curtains, backed by heavy-gauge  

galvanized steel plate 

•  Collapses flat for easy storage 

•  Includes 12 paper targets (two each of six designs)

0853
Not recommended for use with airguns that exceed 800 fps in .177 caliber, 650 fps in .20 caliber, 
750 fps in .22 caliber, .25 caliber airguns or metal-tipped pellets. Pellet only.

Zombie Field Target
•  Heavy steel construction

•  Hit the yellow “kill zone” and the target 
face falls, reset target with included  
150 ft. string

•  Includes four “kill zone” rings to 
increase level of shooting difficulty

•  For use with .177 caliber lead pellets only   

80007

 Zombie Resetting Target
Experience all the fun of knocking down targets without walking 
downrange or pulling cords to reset them.

•  Two reactive disc targets  
reset when practicing zombie 
kill shots

•  Shoot the 1.5" “brain” target and 
then shoot the 2" “unbeating 
heart” target to reset the unit 

•  Designed for .177 cal.  
airguns only 

•  Enjoy practice with no strings 
to pull

•  Heavy-duty steel construction

CZRT
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